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Manual for additional options in PRO-250-LT-LED dimmer
Factory default settings for PRO-250-LT-LED dimmer is set to work with most used dimmable light
sources, however in the case of an unsatisfactory final result there is a possibility of adjusting the
dimmer by using the MICROSWITCH button.
Following options are accessible after sequences of pressing MICROSWITCH button and
adjustment of dimmer knob.

MICROSWITCH button

1) Changing the operating mode from L (leading edge) to T (trailing edge) - allows you to change the
way of cutting sine wave of voltage from rising edge to falling.
Method:
 call the factory settings according to the procedure described in section 4. In the factory
setting the dimmer operates in L mode. If You need T mode please follow below:
 turn off the dimmer
 press and hold MICROSWITCH button and then turn on the dimmer. After 1 second
release MICROSWITCH button. It will change mode from L to T (after 1,5 second dimmer
will indicate this process by giving the starting signal)
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2) Adjusting the minimum – allows you to change factory-set minimum level, widen or narrow down
minimum range of light regulation. This option is available in L and T modes
Method:
 turn on the dimmer
 set the dimmer knob to the minimum position (rotate it completely to the left)
 press and hold MICRO-SWITCH button, it will start process of adjusting the minimum level.
Extreme settings are indicated by a single flash of light
 Relase the MICROSWITCH button, it will save the minimum at the selected level
3) Adjusting the maximum – allows you to change factory-set maximum level, widen or narrow down
range of light regulation. This option is available in L and T modes.
Method:
 turn on the dimmer
 set the dimmer knob to the maximum position (rotate it completely to the right)
 press and hold MICRO-SWITCH button, it will start process of adjusting the minimum level.
Extreme settings are indicated by a single flash of light
 Relase the MICROSWITCH button, it will save the minimum at the selected level
4) Return to the factory settings / reset procedure - allows you to return to the factory settings: L
(leading edge) mode and a pre-set level of minimum and maximum. This option is available in
both L and T modes.
Method:
 turn on the dimmer
 set the dimmer knob In the middle of the control range (25% to 70% of the control range)
 Press and hold MICROSWITCH button for 2 seconds and then release button. After 1
second dimmer will indicate this process by giving the starting signal

For more detail please contact our Sales Department on www.govena.com

